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Abstract
The paper proposes a simple algorithm for automatic detection of the R-peaks from a single lead digital ECG data. The squared 
double difference signal of the ECG data is used to localise the QRS regions. The proposed method consists of three stages: sorting 
and thresholding of the squared double difference signal of the ECG data to locate the approximate QRS regions, relative 
magnitude comparison in the QRS regions to detect the approximate R-peaks and RR interval processing to ensure accurate 
detection of peaks. The performance of the algorithm is tested on 12-lead ECG data from the PTB diagnostic ECG database, and a 
high detection sensitivity of 99.8% with low computational complexity and low sensitivity to low frequency noises is detected. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of C3IT 
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1. Introduction 
The electrocardiogram (ECG) is the recording of the electrical activity of the myocardium of the heart during one 
cardiac cycle and is characterised by a recurrent sequence of P, QRS, T and a conditional U wave (Fig.1) which 
represents the rhythmic depolarisation and repolarisation of the myocardium associated with the contractions of the 
atria and ventricles over each cardiac cycle. ECG is recorded by placing electrodes on the body surface and a standard 
12 lead system is used to get an overall view of the hearts activity [1]. ECG is one of the most important diagnostic 
tools for various cardiac diseases. The different features of the ECG like the PR interval, QRS interval, QT interval, 
ST interval, PR segment, and ST segment (Fig.1) are used to infer about the cardiac condition [2,3]. The different 
computer aided analysis techniques aims at extracting these time plane features from digitised ECG data.  Detection of 
QRS complexes and the R-peak provide the fundamentals for almost all automated ECG analysis algorithms. QRS 
complex reflects the electrical activity of the heart during the ventricular contraction and the time of its occurrence and 
its shape provide much information about the current state of the heart.QRS detection acts as the starting point of the 
other ECG feature extraction like the P, T waves ST segment [4, 5]. Accurate QRS detection is not only important for 
Heart Rate Variability analysis but also for diagnosing other cardiac diseases [2, 3].  Different QRS detection 
algorithms available in literature  are broadly be classified as amplitude and derivative based, digital filter based, 
template matching techniques, non linear transformation based, wavelet based [6].The derivative based approaches [7-
9] are based on the high frequency content of the ECG signal which yields higher magnitudes of the derivatives and 
use  different derivative operators. Due to ease of implementation and low computation complexity these methods are 
widely used. Template matching based approach [10] relies on cross correlation based comparing of standard QRS 
template with several ECG segments, though have low noise sensitivity but are computationally complex and needs 
manual segmentation of ECG data. In [11] a non linear Hilbert transform is used to enhance the QRS signature to 
increase its detection probability. The use of digital filter [12] to extract the QRS complex based on its frequency 
content is also computationally complex. In wavelet based techniques [13] the R peaks are localised by selective 
decomposition of the ECG signal and extracted by different scale comparison. These methods require availability of 
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suitable mother wavelet and scale values. A new and effective approach was implemented using a histogram and 
improved genetic algorithm to search and detect the QRS regions [14]. 
Fig. 1 Schematic representation of an ECG wave 
ANN or SVM is also used as a classifier to detect the QRS complex [15-16]. A statistical based approach was used for 
detection of R-peaks and other time plane features of the ECG [17]. The detected R-peaks are not always accurate and 
can have false or missed peaks. Algorithms to increase detection sensitivity by processing the RR intervals were 
proposed [18, 19]. Difficulties in accurate QRS detections rise because of the physiological variability of the QRS 
complex and presence of different noises in the ECG signal. The noise sensitivities of 9 different algorithms were 
tested [20] to infer that the derivative based approaches had higher performance index for low frequency noises, while 
algorithms based on digital filtering performed well for high frequency noise. 
In this paper a simple algorithm based on the double derivative has been proposed. The algorithm includes three 
stages. First, the squared double differences of the ECG signal are sorted in descending order and compared to a 
threshold to extract the approximate QRS regions. Second, by magnitude comparison in the detected QRS regions the 
R peaks are detected. Lastly, the RR intervals obtained are processed according to some criteria to ensure accuracy of 
detection. The algorithm is tested on 10 sec ECG data from the PTB diagnostic ECG database (PTB-db) available 
under Physionet [21] and a detection sensitivity of 99.8% is achieved. The proposed algorithm yields high 
performance with lesser computational complexity as it does not need any segmentation of data, training of 
algorithms, or complex calculations. 
2. Methodology 
The proposed algorithm is based on the derivative based approach and operates on digitised ECG data from a single 
lead. The digital ECG data from a single lead is read as a 2-d array of the time instants and the sample points. The 
method involves four different stages for the accurate detection of the R peaks. 
2.1. Smoothing and filtering of raw data 
The derivative based approach amplifies the high frequency noises, which leads to high difference signals due to 
noise. So, initial smoothing and filtering of the ECG data is done to eliminate power frequencies and high frequency 
noise in the ECG. 
2.2. Detection of QRS Regions 
Owing to the high frequency content of the QRS region [5-15 Hz] the derivative of these regions of ECG have higher 
amplitudes. As the sampling instants of digital ECG data remains constant the amplitude differences are proportional 
to the derivatives which can be used to detect the QRS regions. Double differencing and squaring intensifies the 
magnitudes of the difference signal in the QRS regions which aids in the localisation of the QRS regions as in Fig. 2 
(b).The process involves the following steps- 
i. From the ECG data array e (n) the squared double differences are calculated at all points to yield the 
 difference array d (j). 
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d1(i) = e(i+1) – e(i), i = 1,2... n-1       (1) 
d2(j) = d1(j+1) – d1(j), j = 1,2.. n-2      (2) 
d(j) = [d2(j)]2         (3) 
  where e(n) is the ECG data array with total n points, and  d(j) is the squared double difference array.  
ii. The difference array is sorted in descending order of magnitude and the difference peaks above a constant 
 threshold value of 3% of the maximum are selected. 
iii. Since the maximum duration of the QRS regions is 150 ms, to eliminate possibility of detection of several 
 peaks in the same QRS region all the difference peaks within an interval of ±75 ms of each selected 
 difference peaks are eliminated.  
iv. The QRS regions are identified to be within a window of ± 75 ms of each selected peaks on the ECG data 
 array as shown in Fig 2 (c). 
2.3 Detection of R peaks 
The R peaks are the positive peaks of the QRS regions. These are detected by relative magnitude comparison in 
each QRS regions. A search for maximum was done on the relative magnitudes for each window to eliminate errors 
due to baseline wander. 
i. For each detected QRS window the maximum and minimum amplitude values of the ECG data array are 
 calculated. 
ii. The mean of the maximum and minimum values are subtracted from all data points of that window to get the 
 relative magnitudes. 
iii. The position of the maximum of the relative magnitudes is the R point locations of the corresponding QRS 
 window. The absolute maximum value of the QRS window is not selected as the R-point location to 
 eliminate possibility of detection of the S point 
2.4 Processing of RR intervals 
The R peaks thus obtained may not be accurate. There can be missed peaks or false detections. To ensure detection 
accuracy the RR intervals are processed according to certain criteria. 
i. It is considered that the minimum difference between two successive R peaks can be 200 ms. Any peaks 
 detected within 200 ms of the first is considered as noise peak and eliminated  
ii. The average RR interval for 5 successive R peaks, two on either side of the R peak corresponding to the 
 highest difference peak is calculated and taken as reference for the RR interval processing. 
iii. All the successive RR intervals are processed by comparing with the calculated average RR interval.
            CASE 1- If the RR interval between any two detected peaks is less than 70% of the average RR interval then 
  the 2nd peak is eliminated. 
             CASE 2- If the RR interval between any two detected peaks is more than 180% of the average interval  then 
  a search for another R peak in  that  interval is initiated with decreased threshold for the  difference 
  signal. 
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Fig 2.illustrates the processing steps for R peak detection of ECG data of PID s0291lre lead I. 










Fig 2. Processing steps for R-peak detection (a) Filtered ECG data; (b) Selection of the double difference signal peaks (marked   
with ‘*’)   (c) detected QRS windows (d) final detected R peaks (marked with ‘*’). 
3. Results 
The PTB-db data, available at 1 kHz sampling rate, is used to test the performance of the proposed algorithm. It is 
tested on 10 sec ECG data for all 12 leads of both healthy patients and patients affected with different diseases. 
The figure of merit for R peak is measured by the detection sensitivity Se which is defined as 
   Se= TP / (TP+FN)        (4) 
Where, TP = True positive (actual R peaks correctly detected as peaks); 
            FN = False negative (actual peaks not detected as peaks). 
Table 1 and 2 tabulates some test results for healthy and diseased patients affected with Myocardial Infarction, 
dysrhythmia, hypertrophy, cardiomyopathy, bundle branch block, valvular heart disease and also calculates the 
detection sensitivity for each lead . 
TABLE 1.Test results for some normal patients 
LEADS I II III aVR aVL aVF V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 
Total R 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 
Detected R 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 
TP 109 109 108 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 109 
FN 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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TABLE 2.Test results for some diseased patients 
LEADS I   II  III aVR aVL aVF V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 
Total R 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 507 
Detected R 507 505 506 506 504 506 506 505 506 506 506 506 
TP 507 505 506 506 504 506 506 505 506 506 506 506 
FN 0 2 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 
Sensitivity (%) 100 99.6 99.8 99.8 99.4 99.8 99.8 99.6 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 
The overall detection sensitivity is 99.8%. Detection of false peaks is almost negligible. The algorithm shows good 
performance for data affected with low frequency noises like base-line wander. 
4. Conclusion 
The proposed algorithm is simple with low computational overhead and fairly good detection sensitivity. For this 
the algorithm can be easily implemented in an embedded platform for use in wearable cardio-respiratory systems. As 
it was insensitive to low frequency noise like baseline wander, baseline elimination is not required. Conventional 
derivative based methods are sensitive to high frequency noise leading to false detections, in this method some false 
detection could be eliminated by processing the RR intervals. The proposed algorithm can be extended to extract other 
time plane features of the ECG [5, 17]. 
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